Effect of spatial ability and sex on EEG power in high school students.
Performance at eight cognitive tests and EEG spectral power at rest was computed in 2 groups of men and women, between 17 and 21 years of age, with extreme degrees of spatial ability (SA) evaluated by the spatial relations subtest of the DAT: a low spatial ability group (10 men, 10 women) with scores below percentile 30 and a high spatial ability group (10 men, 10 women) with scores above percentile 80. Ten EEG artifact free samples, 4.096 sec each, were analyzed and absolute (AP) and relative power (RP) were obtained for 5 frequency bands using an FFT. EEG was submitted to principal component analysis and two way ANOVAs. High SA showed lower AP in the entire spectrum with eyes open and closed, and lower alpha 1 RP with eyes open than low SA group regardless of sex. The difference between low and high SA was better explained by high alpha AP at all derivations and high theta AP at right derivations and at left central and occipital regions. Women showed higher beta 1 and beta 2 AP at all derivations except at temporal regions than men regardless of SA scores.